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Abstract: The seismic processing geophysicist of today is faced with increasing challenges for finding
hydrocarbons. Amidst many, one major challenge is building an accurate velocity model truly
representative of the subsurface geology. Accurate estimate of the subsurface velocity field is
important for repositioning of recorded seismic data in their true geologic positions in the subsurface
during imaging of the data and for a high quality stacking of seismic data. Most imaging geophysicists
rely greatly on visual inspection of the flatness of CMP gathers, amongst several other automated
methods, for quality-checking built seismic velocity models. In most cases, these visual QC of seismic
gathers is localized, and a number of seismic gathers could be missed out if the survey is large,
leading to poor velocity and hence poor final image of the subsurface in most areas of the survey.
In this paper, we propose that cross correlation of the near and far angle stacks provides a global
quality-checking of the velocity model thereby allowing for an overall better quality image of the
subsurface.
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INTRODUCTION

Cross correlation is a standard method of estimating the degree of similarity between two signals (Yilmaz,
2001, Sheriff, 2002 and Ikelle and Amundsen, 2005) as a function of time lag applied to one of them. The
cross correlation Xc of two discrete time series X(i) and Y(i) at a delay d, is given by:
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where i-0,1,2,....N-1, and mx and my are the means of the corresponding series. If the above is computed for
all delays d=0,1,2,....N-1, then it results in a cross correlation series of twice the length of the original series,
given in Eqn. 2.
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Cross correlations are neither commutative nor symmetrical about their zero time lags, except in the case
where the input traces are identical. Thus, when near and far angle stacks are cross correlated, areas where
seismic events line up nearly perfectly with minimum or no shifts between the near and far volumes would
have zero or nearly zero lag times on the cross correlation series plot. The velocity model built for those areas
would be optimum, and would result in high quality image or high stack quality in those areas. High cross
correlation peak lag times would be indicative of a shift in seismic events between the near and far, and this
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would depict non-flatness of seismic gathers and hence a non-optimal velocity. This is the basis for using the
cross correlation as a global velocity model building quality-checking.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Angle limited CDP gathers were generated from 3D marine CDP-sorted seismic gathers obtained from
OML 100/102 in the Niger Delta for angles of 50 – 180 for the near angle and 300 – 420 for the far.
Generation of the angle limited CDP gathers makes use of an interval velocity field which is obtained from
the RMS velocity model being quality-checked, by the Dix-type approximation:
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where t(i) is two-way travel time for layer i. Using this interval velocity field, the angles were computed using
the Walden’s relation (Walden, 1991) for offset range of 140m – 3,090m:
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where,
VRMS = RMS velocity field
VDLX = Interval velocity converted from RMS
x = Offset
l = Two-way traveltime
� = Angle

A 1/N normalization stack was thereafter applied to the near and far angle gathers, creating the near and
far angle stacks respectively. Finally, we carried out a trace-to-trace cross correlation of the near and far angle
stacks over a time window of 600ms across the target area, and weighted the cross correlation output by the
cross correlation peak lag time, a header word created from the cross correlation. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The intersection of the maximum angle, 420 (Tmax) and maximum offset, 3,090m (�max) is very important
in the generation of seismic gathers for angle study. This intersection varies spatially. It defines the time at
which all shallower times can have Amplitude Versus Angle (AVA) analysis carried out. At the Tmax, the near
and far groups turn from AVA to AVO (Amplitude Versus Offset), see Fig. 1. Stacks created from the
generated angle limited CDP gathers are shown in Fig. 2. The far angle stack show better event continuity in
most areas than the near angle stacks.

Fig. 3 is a global cross correlation peak lag time plot of the near and far angle stacks created with a
residual normal moveout velocity field being quality-checked, now considered as the older velocity model.

The global plot shows that seismic events generally lined up properly in the near and far volumes, except
in a few areas where very high cross correlation peak lag times are seen. The present velocity model is thus
optimal in a majority of the areas. The high cross correlation peak lag times seen in the other areas indicate
that seismic events in the near and far volumes do not line up properly, but are shifting in time. This time shift
in the seismic events between the near and far volumes, show that velocities in those areas are not optimum
and would require to be modified to flatten the gathers in those areas. To investigate this further, we selected
some CDP gathers in the affected areas and applied normal moveout correction to the gathers with the present
velocity to see the level of flattening of the gathers. The result show that the gathers were mostly under-
corrected, indicating that velocities were too slow in those areas. Based on this confirmation, the velocity field
was modified in the affected areas to correct the non-flatness of the gathers. The updated velocity field thus
became our final velocity model.

Finally, the entire process was repeated with the final velocity field to further confirm the results. Fig. 4
shows a re-plot of the global cross correlation peak lag time with the final velocity field.

The localized high cross correlation peak time lags found in the original plot were efficiently corrected
by a modification of the localized velocity field in the affected areas. The histogram in Fig. 4 is also more
symmetrical about the centre (zero lag) when compared with that of Fig. 3, and this indicates an overall better
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lining up of seismic events between the near and far stacks, which is indicative of a better velocity field being
applied. Fig. 5 shows a plot of some gathers in an area before and after modification of the velocity field, with
gathers being flatter after the modification.

   (a) (b)

Fig. 1: Near and far angle stacks with Tmax

Fig. 2: Near and far angle stacks
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Fig. 3: Cross correlation peak lag timh with older RMO velocity model

Fig. 4: Cross correlation peak tag with updated RMO velocity field

Conclusion:
We carried out a global quality-checking of a velocity model by cross correlating near and far angle stacks

created from seismic data obtained in the Niger Delta, and we successfully identified areas with non-optimal
velocity requiring modification in order to create an overall optimal velocity field. When near and far angle
stacks are cross correlated, the velocity model would be optimal if seismic events line up with minimum or
no time shift between the near and far volumes. Anomalously high peak lag time would indicate that seismic
events do not line up, and this is indicative of the velocity field being non-optimal. The method is fast and
robust, and could compliment other automated methods of velocity quality-checking in velocity model building.
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Fig. 5: Seismic gathers before and after RMO velocity update (a) before updare (b) after update
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